
市 立 臺 中 一 中 108 學 年 度 第 一 學 期 期 末 考    高 一 英 文    試 題   科 目 代 碼 ： 02  

一、 聽 力 測 驗   (10%)  
 
Part   1:   Picture   Questions   (2%)   
Look   at   each   picture   and   answer   the   question.  
 
1.  2.  

 
Part   2:   Best   Response   Questions   (2%)  
Listen   to   the   question   or   statement   and   choose   the   best   response.  
 
3. (A) You’re   right.   I’d   better   think   twice.  

(B) I   agree,   so   I’ll   probably   turn   it   down.  
(C) Of   course,   and   I’ll   definitely   take   it.  
(D) Why?   What   do   you   dislike   it   about?  

 
4. (A) No.   It’s   not   wise   to   start   a   bad   habit.  

(B) I   know.   He   seems   to   smoke   even   more.  
(C) Yes.   He   refuses   to   make   any   change.  
(D) Good   for   him!   It’s   time   for   him   to   quit.  

 
Part   3:   Conversation   Questions   (2%)  
Listen   to   each   conversation   and   answer   the   question.  
 
5. (A) He   is   serving   drinks   to   the   girls.  

(B) He   is   smiling   happily   at   the   girls.  
(C) He   is   dancing   with   some   of   the   girls.  
(D) He   is   singing   a   song   to   one   of   the   girls.  

 

 
 
6. (A)  It   is   too   far   for   her   to   go   to.  
            (B)  It   is   right   down   the   street.  
 (C)  It   sells   foods   from   different   countries.  

(D)  It   is   always   packed   with   people.  
 
Part   4:   Short   Talk   Questions   (4%)  
Listen   to   the   following   paragraph   and   answer   the   questions.  
 
Paragraph   A  
7. (A) It   helps   your   stomach   process   food.  

(B) It   slows   down   how   fast   you   age.  
(C) It   increases   your   blood   flow.  
(D) It   makes   your   bone   stronger.  

 
8. (A) Bottled   tea.  

(B) Chinese   tea.  
(C) Fresh   tea.  
(D) Iced   tea.  

 
Paragraph   B  
9. (A)  To   improve   public   bus   service.  

(B)  To   promote   vegetable   oil   as   fuel.  
(C)  To   introduce   moving   green   areas.  
(D)  To   encourage   public   transportation.  

 
10. (A)  Biobuses   replaced   New   York   City   public   buses.  

(B) People   started   putting   trees   on   rooftops.  
(C) Marco   Cosio   founded   an   organization.  
(D)  A   bus   was   fitted   with   a   roof   garden.  
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二、 綜 合 測 驗 (50%)   
(一)   

Director   Chi   Po-lin   has   made   a   number   of   memorable   documentaries,   the   best  
of   __(11)__   is   probably    Beyond   Beauty:   Taiwan   from   Above .   Interestingly,   he   didn’t  
start   off   his   career   with   making   movies.   __(12)__,   he   was   a   photographer   particularly  
interested   in   aerial   views,   __(13)__   taking   pictures   from   the   air   as   he   was   working   for  
the   government.   In   his   photo   collection   were   photographs   of   high   mountains,   grand  
rivers,   and   beautiful   beaches.   In   a   word,   these   were   spectacular   scenery   Taiwan   was  
known   __(14)__.  

Things   took   a   turn   when   Chi’s   photographs   attracted   the   attention   of    The   Earth  
Geographic   Monthly ,   which   began   to   present   his   photographs   in   its   articles.   It   was  
__(15)__   Chi   realized   that   some   of   his   photographs   actually   offered   visual   proof   of  
man-made   damage   to   the   environment.   It   was   probably   not   until   that   moment  
__(16)__   his   photographs   could   help   raise   the   public’s   sense   of   environmental  
protection.   In   those   pictures,   for   example,   __(17)__   the   harmful   effect   on   soil   and  
water   conservation   caused   by   high-mountain   farming,   which   was   at   that   time   __(18)__  
to   be   an   ideal   business   from   which   mountain   village   farmers   could   __(19)__.   Seeing  
this,   the   aerial   photographer,   whose   name   happened   to   be   exactly   the   same   as   the  
Chinese   translation   of   __(20)__   of   the   German-made    zepplin    airship,   began   to   care  
more   about   what   was   happening   to   his   homeland,   focusing   on   the   consequences,   left  
by   mindless   or   selfish   human   behaviors,   __(21)__   made   our   homeland   suffer.   

Right   after   Typhoon   Morakot   hit   Taiwan,   what   Chi   saw   from   above   simply  
__(22)__   him   horrified   and   speechless.   With   these   depressing   sights   present,   he   started  
to   think   about   __(23)__   stop   such   tragedies.   Obviously,   people   were   not   informed  
enough   of   the   damage   their   behavior   could   cause   to   nature,   and   Chi   believed   this   was  
where   the   problem   __(24)__.   He   strongly   believed   that   __(25)__   people   see   the   results  
with   their   own   eyes   would   they   realize   how   urgent   and   serious   the   situation   really   was.   
11.   (A)   those  (B)   what  (C)   which (D)   them  
12.   (A)   At   once (B)   In   turn (C)   Instead  (D)   Ever   since  
13.   (A)   so   taking   time (B)   thus   spending   years  
       (C)   with   years   spending (D)   by   the   time   of  
14.   (A)   for (B)   as  
       (C)   about  (D)   at  
15.   (A)   due   to   these   articles   so   that (B)   these   articles   that   had  
       (C)   through   these   articles   that (D)   reading   these   articles   when  
16.   (A)   did   he   realize (B)   why   he   realized  
       (C)   that   he   realized (D)   so   he   realized  
17.   (A)   was   shown (B)   that   showed (C)   where   showed     (D)   which   showed  
18.   (A)   considered  (B)   seen  (C)   seemed  (D)   happened  

19.   (A)   practice (B)   live   on (C)   take   part (D)   make   a   profit  
20.   (A)   that  (B)   which  (C)   what  (D)   it  
21.   (A)   what  (B)   that (C)   and  (D)   and   it  
22.   (A)   let  (B)   left (C)   caused  (D)   grew  
23.   (A)   doing   what   to  (B)   what   could   he   do   to   
       (C)   how   he   could   help (D)   how   much   did   it   take   to   
24.   (A)   located (B)   lay  (C)   caused  (D)   aimed   to  
25.   (A)   only   when  (B)   as   long   as  (C)   by   the   time  (D)   once  
 
(二)  

Those   who   are   pro   graffiti   will   claim   that   it   is   undoubtedly   a   form   of   art.   They  
believe   it   takes   a   lot   of   time   to   make   a   graffiti   painting   __(26)__   it   requires   creativity  
together   with   a   certain   level   of   talent.   In   this   sense,   graffiti   artists   are   __(27)__   other  
painters.   Those   steps   they   follow   to   create   a   work   are   actually   the   same   as    __(28)__  
followed   by   a   painter.   The   only   difference   is   that   they   paint   on   walls   rather   than   on  
paper.   Second,   artists   make   use   of   different   forms   to   express   their   feelings,   __(29)__  
graffiti   artists.   For   example,   Banksy   once   painted   a   young   boy   and   a   soldier,   __(30)__  
the   former   placing   a   flower   into   the   the   gun   held   by   the   latter.   It   is   not   hard   to   tell   that  
the   flower   and   the   gun   represent   peace   and   war   __(31)__.   Works   like   this   call   attention  
to   the   need   for   positive   change   in   the   world,   and   of   course   we   have   every   reason   to  
__(32)__   these   works   as   art.   

As   for   those   who   __(33)__   graffiti,   they   consider   it   nothing   but   a   mess,   an  
eyesore,   or   __(34)__   worse,   a   kind   of   visual   pollution.   Most   graffiti   is   __(35)__  
“tagging,”   which   is   just   scribbling   someone’s   name,   showing   no   substance   __(36)__  
mentioning   except   a   display   of   the   painter’s   ego.   __(37)__,   most   graffiti   is   done  
without   permission,   and   therefore   needs   to   be   removed,   __(38)__   taxpayers’   money   of  
course.   What’s   worse,   graffiti   harms   communities.   More   often   than   not,   the   sight   of  
graffiti   leads   to   a   sense   of   insecurity   in   many   people’s   mind,   and   __(39)__   can   we  
blame   them.   After   all,   who   won’t   feel   nervous   or   even   threatened   when   walking  
around   or   living   in   areas   where   the   buildings’   walls   look   so   messy,   __(40)__   those  
paintings   have   in   fact   nothing   to   do   with   criminal   activities?  
26.   (A)   and  (B)   when  (C)   and   that (D)   because   
27.   (A)   no   more   than  (B)   not   different   from   
       (C)   familiar   with  (D)   anything   but   
28.   (A)   what (B)   whatever (C)   those (D)   these  
29.   (A)   also   do  (B)   and   so   do (C)   such   as  (D)   so   do   
30.   (A)   for  (B)   as  (C)   since  (D)   with  
31.   (A)   respectively  (B)   ruthlessly  (C)   informatively  (D)   officially  
32.   (A)   refer   to  (B)   swear   off  (C)   pay   off  (D)   come   upon   
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33.   (A)   leave   a   mark   on (B)   finish   off   with   
       (C)   barge   it   on  (D)   look   down   upon  
34.   (A)   even  (B)   further  (C)   so  (D)   very   
35.   (A)   above   the   average   of (B)   far   better   than  
       (C)   beyond   the   limits   of (D)   nothing   more   than  
36.   (A)   consider (B)   worth  (C)   waste  (D)   deserve   
37.   (A)   In   that   case (B)   In   conclusion   
       (C)   Then   and   there  (D)   In   addition  
38.   (A)   at   a   cost   of  (B)   in   search   of   
       (C)   to   the   advantage   of  (D)   taken   advantage   of   
39.   (A)   effortlessly  (B)   invitingly  (C)   barely (D)   unwillingly  
40.   (A)   since  (B)   even   if (C)   now   that  (D)   should   

 
(三)  

In   February   2019,   an   owner   of   a   7-Eleven   in   Japan   shortened   his   shop’s  
business   hours   as   he   could   no   longer   __(41)__   to   staff   the   store’s   24-hour   operation.  
Unhappy   with   the   move,   executives   at   Seven-Eleven   Japan   threatened   to   cancel   the  
owner’s   right   of   using   the   Seven-Eleven   brand,   unless   he   once   again   __(42)__   the  
store   stay   open   24   hours   a   day.   The   media   quickly   picked   up   the   story.   __(43)__   be  
caught   in   a   PR   (public   relations)   disaster,   Seven-Eleven   Japan   eventually   backed   down  
on   its   threat,   and   in   March   started   testing   __(44)__   opening   hours   at   outlets   around   the  
country.   

“Japanese   businessman!   Can   you   fight   24   hours   a   day?”   This   1989   ad   campaign  
of   an   energy   beverage   showed   that   convenience   stores   and   their   non-stop   running   once  
conveniently   __(45)__   Japan’s   work   culture   of   working   extra   hours,   all   night   until  
even   daybreak.   Today,   __(46)__   the   fact   that   convenience   stores   are   a   ¥10   trillion  
business   in   Japan,   consumer   habits   are   changing   __(47)__   the   country   ages   and   people  
live   longer.   Over   the   last   few   decades   stores   have   seen   a   demographic   shift   toward  
older   customers,   and   a   changing   customer   base   means   these   stores   are   becoming   less  
important.   As   old   people   typically   do   not   go   shopping   late   at   night,   __(48)__,     store  
owners   are   getting   less   and   less   motivated   to   keep   these   stores   open   at   all   hours.  
         That   being   said,   there   are   certainly   still   people   who   find   value   in   convenience  
stores   being   open   all   night.   But   with   increased   consumer   options,   __(49)__   online  
shops   that   have   goods   delivered   on   the   same   day,   and   with   stores   short   of   staff,   there   is  
little   reason   for   store   owners   to   __(50)__   a   model   that   has   little   value   for   a   narrowing  
consumer   group.  
41.   (A)   look   forward  (B)   deliver  (C)   line   up   (D)   manage  
42.   (A)   allowed  (B)   let (C)   promised  (D)   kept   
43.   (A)   To   avoid  (B)   In   case   to  (C)   So   as   not   to         (D)   In   order   not   to  

44.   (A)   lengthened  (B)   shortened  (C)   strengthened  (D)   weakened   
45.   (A)   stood   for  (B)   put   off  (C)   lifted   off  (D)   put   out   
46.   (A)   against (B)   pro (C)   despite (D)   even   though  
47.   (A)   as  (B)   although  (C)   with  (D)   whereas  
48.   (A)   as   time   passing  (B)   over   time  
       (C)   with   hours   past (D)   in   terms   of   ages  
49.   (A)   overshadowing (B)   according   to  (C)   close   to   (D)   including   
50.   (A)   insist  (B)   apply   to  (C)   keep   up (D)   bounce  
 
 
(四)  

For   years   I   have   been   hearing   about   this   beautiful   painting   of   Mona   Lisa.   I  
didn’t   remember   exactly   when   my   curiosity   about   this   work   was   __(51)__,   but   it   was  
one   of   my   dreams   and   had   been   on   the   to-do   list   of   mine   to   see   it   at   least   __(52)__   in  
my   lifetime.   Thank   God   I   finally   got   a   chance   to   do   so.   

On   the   day   of   my   visit   to   the   Louvre,   I   was   unlucky   enough   to   have   an   injured  
foot   and,   as   a   result,    __(53)__   to   walk   with   a   crutch.   I   doubted   how   I   would   be   able   to  
go   through   such   a   big   place,   but   the   excitement   kept   me   going.   The   splendor   of   the  
museum   itself   was   beyond   words,   with   an   amazingly   large   number   of   beautiful,  
mind-blowing   paintings,   sculptures,   and   culture   representations   __(54)__   display,  
leaving   me   so   impressed   and   inspired.  

I   walked   my   way   through   the   museum   witnessing   the   works   of   those   great  
artists,   __(55)__   was   an   amazing   experience.   Eventually   I   came   to   the   room   where   the  
Mona   Lisa   painting   was   guarded   and   displayed.   __(56)__   my   surprise,   this   visit   turned  
out   to   be   the   biggest   disappointment   of   my   life.   I   was   expecting   something  
breathtaking   but   what   I   witnessed   was   nothing   __(57)__   the   other   pieces   of   art   in   the  
gallery.   Personally   I   felt   it   was   a   much   hyped   up   piece.   It   was   beautiful   but   not   the   way  
it   had   been   showcased.  

To   make   things   worse,   that   part   of   the   gallery   was   complete   madness.   There  
was   so   large   a   crowd   flocking   there   to   get   a   picture   of   themselves   with   the   Mona   Lisa.  
To   make   sure   of   absolute   safety,   __(58)__   being   put   behind   a   glass   wall,   the   painting  
was   protected   by   a   railing   set   up   to   make   the   crowd   stay   8   feet   away,   making   it   hard  
for   a   viewer   to   analyze   the   painting   from   such   a   distance.   I   observed   everyone’s  
reaction   for   some   time   and   I   __(59)__   it   all   mixed.   __(60)__   some   viewers   were  
focused   and   amazed,   others   were   like,   “Ok   we   have   seen   it   already.   Let’s   get   going.”  
As   for   me,   I   made   an   effort   to   find   the   reason   behind   the   painting’s   fame,   but   got   no  
answer.   
51.   (A)   arisen (B)   aroused (C)   risen  (D)   raising  
52.   (A)   eventually  (B)   realistically  (C)   hands-on  (D)   once  
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53.   (A)   was   let  (B)   ended   up   
       (C)   couldn’t   help   but (D)   was   made  
54.   (A)   on  (B)   under  (C)   in  (D)   at   
55.   (A)   who  (B)   their   works (C)   whose   works (D)   which  
56.   (A)   Much   to  (B)   Out   of   
       (C)   In   exchange   for  (D)   In   hopes   of  
57.   (A)   compared   with  (B)   contrasting  (C)   in   contrast  (D)   to   compare   
58.   (A)   in   return   for (B)   in   addition   to   
       (C)   depending   on  (D)   when   it   comes   to  
59.   (A)   left  (B)   realized  (C)   found (D)   figured   out  
60.   (A)   While  (B)   When (C)   Once  (D)   Since  
 
三、 文 意 選 填 (12%)  

(A)   applied  (B)   benefits  (C)   conservation  (D)   currency  

(E)   dating  (AB)   lasting  (AC)   melt  (AD)   prevent  

(AE)   property  (BC)   sampled  (BD)   shelf  (BE)   species  

(CD)   spoiled  (CE)   stung  (DE)   temporary   

Kids   are   taught   to   stay   away   from   a   bee,   not   to   mess   with   it,   simply   because   of  
its   fearful   sting.   However,   bees   are   probably   the   type   of   insects   that   __(61)__   humans  
the   most.   You   probably   have   figured   out   that   this   claim   is   made   because   of   honey,   the  
nectar   which   this   natural   __(62)__   produces.   The   history   of   honey   consumption   by  
humans,   __(63)__   back   8,000   years,   is   first   shown   in   a   cave   painting   in   Spain.   Our  
ancestors   must   have   fallen   for   the   sweet   nectar   flowing   out   of   a   broken   beehive   when  
they   __(64)__   it   with   their   tongues   for   the   first   time.   As   people   consumed   honey,   they  
found   that   it   hardly   __(65)__.   Back   then   they   were   probably   not   informed   enough   to  
know   that   honey   has   almost   no   moisture   and   contains   chemicals   that   __(66)__   bacteria  
from   growing.   If   our   Stone   Age   ancestors   had   ever   run   a   convenience   store   in   their  
neighborhood,   honey   could   have   been   the   item   with   the   longest   __(67)__     life   in   the  
food   section.   As   human   society   progressed,   honey   was   once   accepted   by   merchants   in  
Europe   as   a   form   of   __(68)__   to   pay   for   the   goods   they   traded,   thanks   to   the   __(69)__  
of   staying   fresh   for   years.   

In   addition   to   being   delightful   to   our   taste   buds,   honey   also   does   much   good   to  
our   health.   To   begin   with,   when   __(70)__   to   a   wound,   the   chemicals   that   keep   honey  
fresh   also   play   a   part   in   killing   bacteria   in   the   wound.   The   same   quality   also   makes   it  
useful   to   treat   a   cold,   being   no   less   effective   than   the   cold   medicine   sold   in   a  
pharmacy,   with   no   side   effect   at   all,   even   a   __(71)__   one.   Honey   also   soothes   and  

eases   a   sore   throat.   Interestingly,   if   you   happen   to   get   __(72)__   by   a   bee,   honey   can  
also   be   used   to   relieve   the   pain.  

 
四、 閲 讀 測 驗 (4%)  

Customers   in   China   buying   SIM   cards   must   have   their   faces   scanned   under   a  
new   law   that   came   into   effect   recently.   The   Chinese   government   says   the   new   rule   will  
“protect   the   rights   and   interest   of   citizens   in   cyberspace.”   It   is   understandable   that   this  
controversial   step   is   seen   as   part   of   an   ongoing   process   by   the   Chinese   government   to  
make   sure   people   use   Internet   services   under   their   real   names,   so   that   frauds   that  
happen   to   online   shoppers   or   social   media   users   can   be   efficiently   dealt   with.   On   the  
other   hand,   it   also   looks   like   part   of   a   drive   to   monitor   every   member   of   the  
population,   making   it   nearly   impossible   for   anyone   to   escape   the   constant   watch   of   the  
“ Big   Brother ,”   who   has   effectively   kept   track   of   everything   said   and   done   by   the  
country’s   netizens.  

If   you   are   an   American   citizen,   and   you   think   the   above-mentioned   problem   is  
only   limited   to   those   foreign   authoritarian   regimes,   you   can’t   be   more   wrong.   How   the  
facial   recognition   technology   plays   out   in   China   might   have   an   impact   on   its   use   in  
other   countries.   The   Chinese   standard   of   this   technology   is   very   likely   to   be   adopted  
by   every   nation   as   soon   as   it   is   commercialized,   mainly   for   its   proven   technological  
superiority,   which   is   way   ahead   when   competing   with   the   performances   of   similar  
technologies   presented   by   other   nations,   despite   its   lower   cost.   Although   the   US   has  
had   this   Chinese   technology   blacklisted   to   ease   the   concern   about   potential   human  
rights   violation,   the   Department   of   Homeland   Security   is   reportedly   experimenting   on  
this   technology   in   20   US   airports.    Delta    has   been   testing   “biometric-based”   bag   drop,  
made   possible   with   this   technology,   in   the   hope   that   it   can   speed   up   passengers’  
check-in   process   at   the   airport   counter.   Applications   of   facial   recognition   in   public  
spaces   are   also   being   explored.   Just   check   out   the   demos   on    FACEFIRST ,   which   scans  
shoppers’   faces   for   their   criminal   records,   and   try   not   to   come   up   with   a   scene   in  
which   a   crime   as   petty   as   stealing   a   toothbrush   goes   on   your   lifelong   record.  
Considering   the   commercial   profits   readily   available   in   this   technology,   will    Apple  
keep   the   facial   recognition   algorithm   off   its   phones   due   to   people’s   privacy   concern?  
Unlikely   so.  
 
73.   According   to   the   passage,   which   statement   is    wrong ?  
(A)    Big   Brother    refers   to   an   authoritarian   regime.   
(B)   Chinese   facial   recognition   technology   not   only   performs   better   but   also   costs   less.   
(C)   The   author   doesn’t   expect    Apple    to   put   privacy   protection   ahead   of   making   profits.  
(D)   Homeland   Security   is   the   department   responsible   for   blacklisting   Chinese   facial   
       recognition   technology.  
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74.   Which   is   NOT   mentioned   in   this   passage,   regarding   the   applications   of   the   facial   
       recognition   technology?  
(A)   Strengthening   national   securtiy.  
(B)   Making   the   airport   check-in   process   faster.  
(C)   Addressing   frauds   related   to   Internet   commerce.  
(D)   Allowing   a   petty   crime   to   stay   on   one’s   record   for   a   lifetime.  

 
五、 混 合 題 (6%)    (75-76 每 題 兩 分 ， 77-78 每 題 一 分)  

Starting   this   year,   women   in   Saudi   Arabia   are   finally   able   to   drive   legally   after   a  
long-standing   ban   was   lifted.   This   unexpected   decision   has   been   welcomed   and  
praised   by   human   rights   activists   across   the   world.   But   one   question   remains   on   many  
people’s   mind:   Why   did   King   Salman   agree   to   do   this,   and   why   now?  

Saudi   Arabia   is   an   absolute   monarchy,   and   the   King’s   attitude   decides   whether  
Saudi   women   can   enjoy   the   rights   that   most   Muslim   women   elsewhere   enjoy.  
Unfortunately,   a   woman   in   Saudi   Arabia   is   legally   treated   as   a   minor   from   cradle   to  
grave;   she   needs   the   permission   of   a   male   guardian   to   be   able   to   study,   travel,   work,   or  
marry.   A   widowed   mother   is   put   under   the   guardianship   of   her   own   teenage   son.  

Surprising,   there   have   been   Saudi   women   throughout   the   years   openly  
supporting   such   injustices.   Usually   from   privileged   families   that   enjoy   a   variety   of  
social   advantages,   they   wholeheartedly   support   the   regime   and   are   sometimes   directly  
sponsored   by   it.   In   2009,   one   of   these   women,   Rowdha   al-Yousef,   launched   a  
campaign   called   “My   Guardian   Knows   What’s   Best   for   Me”   to   counter   the   calls   of  
getting   rid   of   the   male   guardianship   system.   Other   Saudi   women   who   campaign  
against   improvement   of   women’s   rights   might   come   from   middle-class   families,   and  
they   are   driven   by   nationalism   and   religion,   believing   liberation   of   women   is   against  
Saudi   /   Islamic   culture   and   values.   

On   the   other   hand,   there   are   women   who   struggle   against   gender   injustice.   They  
have   been   launching   campaigns   and   submitting   petitions   to   the   King   to   end   the   driving  
ban   and   the   male   guardianship   system,   but   they   are   neither   supported   nor   heard.   When  
Aziza   al-Youssef   went   to   King   Salman’s   office   to   submit   a   petition   to   end   the  
guardianship   system,   it   was   not   accepted.   Instead,   she   was   told   to   send   it   “ by   mail ”.  
Earlier   that   year,   Crown   Prince   Mohammed   bin   Salman,   who   has   been   portraying  
himself   as   being   open-minded   and   a   reformist,   told    The   Economist    that   Saudi   has   only  
18   percent   of   women   working   because   they   are   “not   used   to   working.”   Loujain  
al-Hathloul   challenged   his   statement   and   described   it   as   “unfair   of   him   to   say,”   given  
the   long   waiting   list   of   women   looking   for   jobs.   She   is   now   in   jail   with   nine   other  
activists   jailed   for   “inciting   social   unrest   and   disrespecting   the   royal   family.”   Among  
them   is   Nouf   Abdulaziz,   who   left   a   letter   to   be   released   in   case   of   her   arrest,   which  

read,   “I   am   not   an   inciter,   a   criminal,   or   a   terrorist.   I   was   merely   a   good   citizen   who  
loved   my   country   and   wished   the   best   for   it.”  

Throughout   the   years,   Saudi   women’s   rights   activists   have   been   faced   with  
these   tragic   situations.   So,   why   all   of   a   sudden   was   the   driving   ban   lifted?   There   are  
rather   practical   reasons.   First,   the   lifting   is   part   of   a   plan   to   boost   Saudi   Arabia’s  
economy   by   decreasing   social   provision   offered   by   the   government.   Low   oil   prices  
have   brought   pressure   on   the   state   budget   and   many   government   jobs   and   aid   provided  
for   people   in   the   society   to   depend   on   have   been   cut.   The   Saudi   government   is   now  
trying   to   push   more   citizens,   including   women,   towards   employment   offered   by   the  
private   sector.   It   is   believed   that   the   lifting   of   the   ban   would   make   it   easier   for   more  
women   to   find   jobs   in   companies   and   business   venues   that   are   not   state-owned.  

Second,   there   have   been   negative   images   in   the   Saudi   royal   family   in   recent  
years   that   have   to   be   fixed   through   a   PR   campaign.   Last   year,   Mohammed   bin   Salman  
became   crown   prince.   After   oppressing   rivals   and   silencing   critics,   he   worked   on  
constructing   an   image   of   himself   as   a   reformist   and   popular   leader.   It   is   plain   to   see  
that   he   has   used   the   women’s   rights   issue   as   a   tool   to   win   over   the   hearts   of   young  
Saudis,   as   well   as   the   kingdom’s   foreign   allies.  

In   other   words,   the   lifting   of   the   driving   ban   is   nothing   but   an   economic   policy  
and   a   PR   show.   Even   as   the   regime   pretends   to   reform   the   Saudi   society,   it   continues   to  
demand   total   control   over   Saudi   women,   giving   women   “rights”   only   when   it   is   at   its  
convenience   and   fits   the   King’s   agenda.   The   lifting   of   the   driving   ban   ordered   by   King  
Salman   is,   of   course,   a   positive   development,   but   let’s   not   forget   that   he   is   still   the  
same   man   who,   in   1990,   oversaw   the   harsh   punishment   of   47   women   who   participated  
in   a   driving-ban   protest.  

 
75.   What   can   we   infer   from   this   passage?  
(A)   Women   in   Saudi   Arabia   prefer   not   to   work.  
(B)   Petitions   to   the   Saudi   King   are   traditionally   sent   by   mail.  
(C)   The   Saudi   regime   wrongly   labeled   Nouf   Abdulaziz   as   a   terrorist.  
(D)   Liberation   of   women   is   of   little   importance   on   King   Salman’s   agenda.  

 
76.   What   are   Crown   Prince   Mohammed   bin   Salman   and   Rowdha   al-Yousef   likely   to   
       have   in   common?   
(A)   They   both   have   a   PR   problem   to   fix.  
(B)   They   both   pretend   to   be   reform-minded.  
(C)   They   are   both   from   those   advantaged   families.  
(D)   Their   guardians   are   both   working   for   the   Saudi   regime.  
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77-78.     Find   terms   from   this   passage   that   can   best   be   used   to   fill   in   the   blanks,   so   as   to  
explain   why   low   oil   prices   have   something   to   do   with   the   lifting   of   the   driving   ban   for  
Saudi   women.     Each   blank   is   for    two    words.    (於 答 案 卷 上 作 答)  
 
Low   oil   prices   lead   to   the   cut   on   state   budget   for   __(77)__,   which   means   the  
government   has   less   money   for   providing   jobs   and   aid   to   help   people   in   the   society.  
People   losing   these   jobs   will   need   to   seek   employment   in   the   __(78)__,   a   term   that  
refers   to   businesses   and   companies   that   are   not   owned   by   the   state.   Being   able   to   drive  
help   them   to   do   so.   
 
六、 文 意 字  彙  (8%)    (於 答 案 卷 上 作 答)  
79.   A   good   strategy   needs   to   be   made   with   every   a______t   of   an   issue   well   thought   of.   
80.   Seeing   that   much   blood   has   been   s______d   in   the   war,   leaders   of   the   countries   in   
       this   region   urge   that   peace   be   restored   as   soon   as   possible.   
81.   A   major   reason   for   Germany   to   get   rid   of   all   of   its   nuclear   power   plants   is   that   they   
       might   lead   to   d______n   on   a   large   scale   should   an   accident   happen.   
82.   Although   Mike   is   said   to   have   committed   this   horrific   crime,   his   family   and   closest   
       friends   still   believe   in   his   i______e.  
83.   In   the   age   of   the   Internet,   people   are   free   to   post   their   opinions   online,   whether   
       with   their   name   shown   or   a______y.   
84.   The   story   that   has   been   relayed   to   me   is   just   a   sketch.   I   can’t   know   the   whole   
       picture   until   I   receive   all   those   d______ls.   
85.   Korea   is   known   for   making   consumer   electronic   products,   but   it   still   makes   every   
       effort   to   promote   its   tourism   i______y,   aiming   to   bring   in   more   visitors   from   
       abroad.   
86.   Experts   on   family   relationships   suggest   that   parents   should   avoid   being   overly   
       p______e   of   their   children,   so   that   their   children   can   learn   independence   in   due   
       time.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

七、 翻 譯 (10%)( 第 87 格 ~94 格 每 格 限 填 一 字 ， 每 格 一 分。 第 95 格 兩 分)  
          (於 答 案 卷 上 作 答)  
 
1.   我 意 識 到 一 支 NBA 球 隊 可 能 使 它 的 隊 名 反 映 出 它 所 代 表 的 城 市 的 地 方 特 色 ，  
    但 我 不 懂 爲 什 麽 洛 杉 磯 湖 人 隊 與 “湖” 有 關 聯 ， 因 爲 在 洛 城 範 圍 之 中 似 乎 沒 有   
    大 湖。   
I   am   __(87)__   that   an   NBA   team   might   have   its   name   __(88)__     the   local   feature   of   the  
city   it   __(89)__,   but   I   have   no   idea   why   the   team    the     LA   Lakers    is   associated   __(90)__  
“lake”,   as   there   __(91)__   to   be   no   big   lake   within   the   the   city   limits   of   Los   Angeles.   
 
2.   我 們 的 商 品 和 別 人 的 商 品 越 相 似 ， 我 們 就 越 不 可 能 打 敗 競 爭 者。  
The   more   similar   our   goods   are   __(92)__   other   people’s   goods,   __(93)__   __(94)__  
possible   __________(95)__________.   
 

試 題 結 束  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

高 一 英 文 答 案 卷 ， 整 張 交 回 ， 勿 撕 開  
 

班 級 ： ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿   座 號 ： ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿   姓 名 ： ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿ ＿  
 
五、 混 合 題 (2%)  

77.  78.  

 
六、 文 意 字 彙 (8%)  

79.   80.   81.   82.   

83.   84.   85.   86.   

 
七、 翻 譯 (10%)( 第 87-94 格 每 格 限 填 一 字 ， 每 格 一 分。 第 95 格 兩 分)  

87.   88.   89.   90.   

91.   92.   93.   94.   

 
  95.__________________________________________________________________  
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市 立 臺 中 一 中 108 學 年 度 第 一 學 期 期 末 考    高 一 英 文    解 答  

 
一、 聽 力 測 驗 (10%)  
1.   B  2.   D  3.   C  4.   D  5.   B  6.   C  7.   B  8.   C  9.   C  10.   D  

 
二、 綜 合 測 驗 (50%)  
11.   C  12.   C  13.   B  14.   A  15.   C  16.   C  17.   A  18.   A  19.   D  20.   A  

21.   B  22.   B  23.   C  24.   B  25.   A  26.   C  27.   B  28.   C  29.   B  30.   D  

31.   A  32.   A  33.   D  34.   A  35.   D  36.   B  37.   D  38.   A  39.   C  40.   B  

41.   D  42.   B  43.   D  44.   B  45.   A  46.   C  47.   A  48.   B  49.   D  50.   C  

51.   B  52.   D  53.   D  54.   A  55.   D  56.   A  57.   A  58.   B  59.   C  60.   A  
 
三、 文 意 選 填 (12%)  
61.   B  62.   BE  63.   E  64.   BC  65.   CD  66.   AD  67.   BD  68.   D  69.   AE  70.   A  

71.   DE  72.   CE   

 
四、 閲 讀 測 驗 (4%)  
73.   D  74.   A   

 
五、 混 合 題 (6%)   (75-76 每 題 兩 分 ， 78-78 每 題 一 分)  
75.   D  76.   C  77.    social   provision  78.    private   sector  

 
六、 文 意 字 彙 (8%)  
79.    aspect   80.    shed  81.    destruction  82.    innocence  

83.    anonymously  84.    details  85.    industry  86.    protective   
 
七、 翻 譯 (10%)( 第 87-94 格 每 格 限 填 一 字 ， 每 格 一 分。 第 95 格 兩 分)  
87.    aware  88.    reflect  89.    represents  90.    with  

91.    seems  92.    to  93.    the  94.    less  
 
95.    it   is   for   us   to   defeat   competitors   /   it   is   that   we   defeat   competitors  
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